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THE SOONER MAGAZINE
Riding the Sooner Range

By Ted Beard

THAT chap Roscoe Cate, my very fine associate and co-working "hired hand" of the Alumni Association offices—he's the bird associate and co-working "hired hand" of this column (A. O. Johnson, Mrs. Marshall C. Bracken, K. O. Garretson, Dr. V. G. Presson, Dr. Will G. Shultz). We take a line calling all Sooners "UNCLE JACK" JACKSON, who has up-holstered more furniture and made more "what-nots" than any other what-not maker in the southwest, did pull me out for a little bass fishing from two to six P.M. one work day. (I'll bet when "BEP" HUTTO, '10, and GRACE WILLIAMS, '15.... Another front line combat officer, W. KIBLER, '16, 17ma, chairman of Advisory Council for the city of Memphis, Tennessee, sounds the alarm to call out the following Sooners of Nashville, Tennessee: Dr. JAMES T. BELL, '37, general surgeon; HENRY H. HAMILL, '24h.e.c., '24ms, Winnebago; JOSEPH D. MITCHELL, JR., '36, Mrs. DORA DEANE CHILDRESS MARTIN, '24, LAWRENCE L. PLANK, '26 .... Another Sooner chain combat officer, W. KIBLER, '16, 17ma, chairman of Advisory Council for the city of Memphis, Tennessee, sounds the alarm to call out the following Sooners of Nashville, Tennessee: Dr. JAMES T. BELL, '37, general surgeon; HENRY H. HAMILL, '24h.e.c., '24ms, Winnebago; JOSEPH D. MITCHELL, JR., '36, Mrs. DORA DEANE CHILDRESS MARTIN, '24, LAWRENCE L. PLANK, '26 .... Another Sooner chain combat officer, W. KIBLER, '16, 17ma, chairman of Advisory Council for the city of Memphis, Tennessee, sounds the alarm to call out the following Sooners of Nashville, Tennessee: Dr. JAMES T. BELL, '37, general surgeon; HENRY H. HAMILL, '24h.e.c., '24ms, Winnebago; JOSEPH D. MITCHELL, JR., '36, Mrs. DORA DEANE CHILDRESS MARTIN, '24, LAWRENCE L. PLANK, '26 .... Another Sooner chain combat officer, W. KIBLER, '16, 17ma, chairman of Advisory Council for the city of Memphis, Tennessee, sounds the alarm to call out the following Sooners of Nashville, Tennessee: Dr. JAMES T. BELL, '37, general surgeon; HENRY H. HAMILL, '24h.e.c., '24ms, Winnebago; JOSEPH D. MITCHELL, JR., '36, Mrs. DORA DEANE CHILDRESS MARTIN, '24, LAWRENCE L. PLANK, '26 .... Another Sooner chain combat officer, W. KIBLER, '16, 17ma, chairman of Advisory Council for the city of Memphis, Tennessee, sounds the alarm to call out the following Sooners of Nashville, Tennessee: Dr. JAMES T. BELL, '37, general surgeon; HENRY H. HAMILL, '24h.e.c., '24ms, Winnebago; JOSEPH D. MITCHELL, JR., '36, Mrs. DORA DEANE CHILDRESS MARTIN, '24, LAWRENCE L. PLANK, '26 .... Another Sooner chain combat officer, W. KIBLER, '16, 17ma, chairman of Advisory Council for the city of Memphis, Tennessee, sounds the alarm to call out the following Sooners of Nashville, Tennessee: Dr. JAMES T. BELL, '37, general surgeon; HENRY H. HAMILL, '24h.e.c., '24ms, Winnebago; JOSEPH D. MITCHELL, JR., '36, Mrs. DORA DEANE CHILDRESS MARTIN, '24, LAWRENCE L. PLANK, '26 .... Another Sooner chain combat officer, W. KIBLER, '16, 17ma, chairman of Advisory Council for the city of Memphis, Tennessee, sounds the alarm to call out the following Sooners of Nashville, Tennessee: Dr. JAMES T. BELL, '37, general surgeon; HENRY H. HAMILL, '24h.e.c., '24ms, Winnebago; JOSEPH D. MITCHELL, JR., '36, Mrs. DORA DEANE CHILDRESS MARTIN, '24, LAWRENCE L. PLANK, '26 .... Another Sooner chain combat officer, W. KIBLER, '16, 17ma, chairman of Advisory Council for the city of Memphis, Tennessee, sounds the alarm to call out the following Sooners of Nashville, Tennessee: Dr. JAMES T. BELL, '37, general surgeon; HENRY H. HAMILL, '24h.e.c., '24ms, Winnebago; JOSEPH D. MITCHELL, JR., '36, Mrs. DORA DEANE CHILDRESS MARTIN, '24, LAWRENCE L. PLANK, '26 .... Another Sooner chain combat officer, W. KIBLER, '16, 17ma, chairman of Advisory Council for the city of Memphis, Tennessee, sounds the alarm to call out the following Sooners of Nashville, Tennessee: Dr. JAMES T. BELL, '37, general surgeon; HENRY H. HAMILL, '24h.e.c., '24ms, Winnebago; JOSEPH D. MITCHELL, JR., '36, Mrs. DORA DEANE CHILDRESS MARTIN, '24, LAWRENCE L. PLANK, '26 .... Another Sooner chain combat officer, W. KIBLER, '16, 17ma, chairman of Advisory Council for the city of Memphis, Tennessee, sounds the alarm to call out the following Sooners of Nashville, Tennessee: Dr. JAMES T. BELL, '37, general surgeon; HENRY H. HAMILL, '24h.e.c., '24ms, Winnebago; JOSEPH D. MITCHELL, JR., '36, Mrs. DORA DEANE CHILDRESS MARTIN, '24, LAWRENCE L. PLANK, '26 .... Another Sooner chain combat officer, W. KIBLER, '16, 17ma, chairman of Advisory Council for the city of Memphis, Tennessee, sounds the alarm to call out the following Sooners of Nashville, Tennessee: Dr. JAMES T. BELL, '37, general surgeon; HENRY H. HAMILL, '24h.e.c., '24ms, Winnebago; JOSEPH D. MITCHELL, JR., '36, Mrs. DORA DEANE CHILDRESS MARTIN, '24, LAWRENCE L. PLANK, '26 .... Another Sooner chain combat officer, W. KIBLER, '16, 17ma, chairman of Advisory Council for the city of Memphis, Tennessee, sounds the alarm to call out the following Sooners of Nashville, Tennessee: Dr. JAMES T. BELL, '37, general surgeon; HENRY H. HAMILL, '24h.e.c., '24ms, Winnebago; JOSEPH D. MITCHELL, JR., '36, Mrs. DORA DEANE CHILDRESS MARTIN, '24, LAWRENCE L. PLANK, '26 .... Another Sooner chain combat officer, W. KIBLER, '16, 17ma, chairman of Advisory Council for the city of Memphis, Tennessee, sounds the alarm to call out the following Sooners of Nashville, Tennessee: Dr. JAMES T. BELL, '37, general surgeon; HENRY H. HAMILL, '24h.e.c., '24ms, Winnebago; JOSEPH D. MITCHELL, JR., '36, Mrs. DORA DEANE CHILDRESS MARTIN, '24, LAWRENCE L. PLANK, '26 .... Another Sooner chain combat officer, W. KIBLER, '16, 17ma, chairman of Advisory Council for the city of Memphis, Tennessee, sounds the alarm to call out the following Sooners of Nashville, Tennessee: Dr. JAMES T. BELL, '37, general surgeon; HENRY H. HAMILL, '24h.e.c., '24ms, Winnebago; JOSEPH D. MITCHELL, JR., '36, Mrs. DORA DEANE CHILDRESS MARTIN, '24, LAWRENCE L. PLANK, '26 .... Another Sooner chain combat officer, W. KIBLER, '16, 17ma, chairma
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